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The Great Reset is basically aimed to “transform organization design and work design” as
spelled out in section 1.1 of the White Paper Resetting the Future of Work Agenda:
Disruption and Renewal in a Post-COVID World issued in October 2020 by the World
Economic Forum (WEF) in collaboration with Mercer.

As a precondition to realize the Great Reset, a terror plan had to be set in motion and the
people  behind  it  came  up  with  the  notion  that  a  pandemic  was  the  most  effective
alternative. They capitalized on the idea of HYPING a common and seasonal infirmity – the
flu –  to control  people by way of  scaremongering or  launching a worldwide fear  campaign
using the mainstream media all  over the world.  To heighten the terror to the level  of
paranoia, massive deaths numbering hundreds of thousands had to occur. To realize this,
patients (or perhaps, victims is the better term) – most were elderly – had to be hospitalized
where they would be administered with heavy doses of killer drugs (anti-malaria, anti-Ebola,
anti-HIV) and be subjected to a killer procedure called intubation. Afterward, they invented a
new jargon to describe the present circumstances: the new normal.

Now that we are already standing before the portal of the New Normal the Great Reset
button is about to be pushed to inaugurate the New World Order. And it is no surprise that
the people behind the Great Reset  are the very ones in control of the post-industrial
Information Technology systems because the New World Order will  be organized,
administered, managed, run, supervised, and controlled by these InfoTech helmsmen.

What we have been experiencing as we continue to be enslaved by the conditions that
define the deceptive structure of  this  false pandemic called Covid-19 — which in reality is
nothing  but  pure  and  simple  hyped  flu,  i.e.,  HF-20  —  is  in  reality,  a  necessary  stage  to
inaugurate the realization of the New World Order in the mold of Aldous Huxley’s Brave
New World though not exactly according to the latter’s fictive algorithms.
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The Great Reset is one heck of a deception. The “great
resetters” are global economic programmers motivated by greed as they have determined
once and for all that, their total economic and financial domination over the globe will only
be achieved through the consolidation of their enormous wealth. To be more specific, these
programmers  are  operating  within  the  confines  of  the  World  Economic  Forum  (WEF).  The
radical change they have been dealing with and propagating around is against the interest
of humanity. This Great Reset is therefore a large-scale project aimed to dehumanize
humanity.

What we witness at this point in time is the omnipotence of the enormous power players
behind this so-called pandemic: the World Economic Forum (WEF) and the global industrial
titans that constitute it who have already issued even some four years back the blueprint of
the New World Order called The Fourth Industrial Revolution (2016) which was later
followed up in 2018 by Shaping the Future of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and
capped this year with the issuance of another document called Covid-19:The Great Reset.

At the moment, they are on top of the game they have created and no strategy has yet
been conceived on how to convince the victimized people of the world whom their minions
have already brainwashed that we are in the present predicament because of the criminal
acts of these controllers. For those who know the truth about the dynamics and mechanics
of all these tragic circumstances that have engulfed the world, the mental trajectory leads
only towards one direction and that is to make these criminals liable for their heinous deeds.

Now, the possibility of actually putting them on trial is another thing because such a matter
is yet inconceivable considering the magnitude of power they hold. It  doesn’t however
change the reality that they are the culprits in starting and sustaining the catastrophe the
world has been suffering from and they have to be prosecuted. When? We don’t know the
answer as yet.

*
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